Abstract: "Development" is a central term in an interdisciplinary discussion that brings together a diverse range of more conventional disciplines, including economics, politics, anthropology, and history. While this word is often used in highly specific ways within each of these contributing fields, the use can vary widely between them, leaving explicitly interdisciplinary discussions of "development" open to unnecessary semantic confusion. This paper breaks this multifaceted term down into the individual facets and constructs a descriptive typology that can be used to interpret individual uses in a text. This typology is then applied to four classic works that attack conventional understandings of "development" and a selection of articles in the journal World Development from 1973, 1993, and 2013. This analysis appears to document a maturation of interdisciplinary discussions of "development," as evidenced through observation of increasing rigor, specificity, and a now nearly standard reliance of adjacent qualifying terms when "development" is used in an interdisciplinary text. However, it also finds that while these qualifiers are a semantic aid, they are not a satisfactory replacement for careful use of the term and clear presentation of the underlying ideas. 
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PUBLIC INTEREST STATEMENT
It is common for a single word to refer to multiple ideas or concepts, but the intended meaning is usually shared among discussion participants or clear from the surrounding context. However, some discussions are intentional efforts to bring together people with diverse perspectives, who may use words in different ways and interpret the context quite differently. This interdisciplinary approach is often productive, but it can also easily result in avoidable misunderstandings if semantic issues are not addressed. This is particularly likely in the field of development studies, which relies on the word "development" to bring together diverse disciplines, each of which have a precise but unique understanding of the term. This paper surveys the literature of this field and describes the variety of ways in which the word is used within the interdisciplinary discussions. In doing so, it also documents the emergence of development studies as a coherent field of study and an increasingly careful discussion.
Introduction
Bringing diverse perspectives to bear on shared problems or interests is an increasingly popular intellectual strategy that is being applied a wide range of issues, such as those relating to social and environmental concerns (O'Rourke, Crowley, & Gonnerman, 2016) . This approach is explicitly central to the trans-and inter-disciplinary literature and is foundational to many recently emerged fields, such as environmental and international studies (Repko & Szostak, 2016) . Even many academic fields that are now often considered to be coherent disciplines in themselves, such as ecology, were founded as intentionally integrative studies and retain high internal heterogeneity (Odum, 1977) . However, these discussions among diverse participants can easily be hampered by unnecessary confusion resulting from semantic differences among the participating intellectual disciplines (O'Rourke, Crowley, Eigenbrode, & Wulfhorst, 2013) . The need to develop a shared language is often identified as critical for cross-disciplinary communication, but there has been limited application of this idea to practice or discussion of what such semantic inquiry should look like (Repko & Szostak, 2016) .
This study focuses on the use of the word "development" in the field of "development studies," which is a particularly tricky example of the more general semantic problem. Whereas some interdisciplinary discussions have a central word that is broadly understood in a common way, such as perhaps "international" in "international studies," this is not the case in this field. Instead "development" is used in diverse but highly specific ways that vary widely among the interacting disciplines, yet it is also relied upon to bring those disciplines together and provide coherence to the resulting discussions (Thomas, 2000) . In this case it is not likely that the participants would settle for a single shared concept, nor any reason why they should. Rather than arguing that a specific understanding of "development" should be given priority, this study presents a summary of the diverse but related ways in which the word is used and how that use has changed over time.
This paper begins by introducing the semantic issues surrounding the use of "development" in development studies then discusses the philosophical foundations of semantic inquiry, with a focus on Socrates and Ludwig Wittgenstein. Prominent literature in development studies is then surveyed to produce a classification scheme, or descriptive typology, of the diverse ways in which the word is used in these interdisciplinary conversations. This typology is then used to perform textual analysis on certain influential and provocative texts and on select publications in the journal World Development from 1973, 1993, and 2013 , an analysis that allows for the identification of general changes in use over time.
Development studies
The final chapter of the seminal book Doctrines of Development is entitled "The Jargon of Development" and is focused around the question "what is development?" (Cowen & Shenton, 1996, p. 407) . The authors Michael Cowen and Robert Shenton conclude, "development defies definition," (p. 407) and support this claim with a wide-ranging critique of diverse attempts to provide a positive answer to this seemingly straightforward question. This conclusion and the method of inquiry echo the first sentence of the book, which is "Development seems to defy definition, although not for a want of definitions to offer" (p. 2). The authors' intent with such statements is clearly not to argue that the term is therefore meaningless, but rather to encourage a more subtle investigation, one that requires the reading of the several hundred intervening pages. This line of questioning and the resulting ambiguous conclusion are not uncommon in semantic discussions of "development" within the field of development studies. For example, James Ferguson begins his preface to The AntiPolitics Machine with the same question and concludes that while it is "almost nonsensical to deny that there is such as thing as 'development,' or to dismiss it as a meaningless concept … it seems almost impossible to question it, or to refer it to any standard beyond its own" (Ferguson, 1990, p. xiii) . He then proceeds to focus in on a specific interpretation of "development" and critique it from a standard of his own.
Ferguson and many other modern commentators, such as Amaryta Sen in Development as Freedom (1999) , Caroline Moser in Gender Planning and Development (1993) , and Arturo Escobar in Encountering Development (1995) , take issue with some conventional understanding of "development" and seek to expose unappreciated implications (Ferguson) , define new goals (Sen) , demand expanded dialogues (Moser) , and encourage the transition to a "post-development" future (Escobar) . However, while each author attacks some conventional interpretation of "development" and presents an alternative understanding, their views of "development" have little in common. Escobar is clearly not seeking to move beyond Sen's concept of expanding human freedoms, nor is Moser explaining how to conduct gender planning within what Ferguson describes as a political vacuum. While all of these authors make careful and diverse arguments attacking some understanding of "development," they also rely heavily on the word itself to support their divergent positions. For example, Escobar uses the word over 150 times prior to the first chapter of the book that has since defined him as a "post-development" thinker. The result is the ironic intellectual situation where a central term apparently cannot be defined, yet it continues to define the discussion itself.
A partial explanation for this situation lies in the semantic history of the term. The deep etymology of "development" is uncertain, but one prominent theory is that it comes from the Latin words "dis," to open or part, and "volvere," to roll (Klein, 1971) . In support of this, the modern English word can be traced more immediately to the Old French term "desveloper," which appears in texts starting in the mid 1700s where it carried the literal meaning of "to unfold or unfurl" (Klein, 1971) . By 2017, however, the Wikipedia entry for the word was a "disambiguation" page with over 60 links to more specific entries. Eleven of these are classified under "Social Science," eight under "International and Regional," and three under "Land Use," all of which are major overlapping themes in the interdisciplinary field of development studies. (Wikipedia, 2017) . This pattern suggests a semantic radiation, where the historical root word differentiated over to time to lead to a variety of highly specialized uses. While this word may have once related to a single concept, this is no longer the case.
The diverse perspectives that contribute to development studies represent a wide range of these specialized understandings of "development." By and large, economists use it to imply economic growth, politicians recognize it as referring to policies and deliberate interventions, anthropologists imply the side effects of colonization and globalization, and historians interpret it as some specific result of interacting historical forces. Within each of these fields, the occurrence of "development" in a text or conversation is unlikely to cause significant semantic confusion. However, when these communities interact, the interpretation of even a seemingly well-qualified phrase, such as "the process of global economic development," is highly dependent on the specific background of each reader.
"Development" is therefore not an ambiguous term because it has not yet been adequately defined, but rather because it has been rigorously defined in diverse but related ways. As Cowen and Shenton point out, "development" in such discussions "comes to be defined in a multiplicity of ways because there are a multiplicity of 'developers'" (Cowen & Shenton, 1996, p. 3) . This presents a semantic situation that is unlike terms that are ambiguous due to the lack of any specific use, and it increases the odds that discussants depending on the word "development" might be talking rigorously but entirely past each other.
This semantic investigation of the term "development" may seem to lack the moral and political overtones that are common in development studies, but no less than Confucius identified this "rectification of names" as the appropriate first step to take in pursuing normative goals. "If names be not correct," he writes in the Analects, "language is not in accordance with the truth of things," and the resulting confusions will undermine subsequent efforts (translated by Waley, 1938) . The philosopher Henry Bergson takes a similar but more general position when he says that the common "first error" in trying to understand a system of thought is "to take for the constitutive element of doctrine what was only the means of expressing it." (Bergson, 1946, p. 91) . Given the importance of the larger human issues that come to the surface in discussions of "development" and the benefits of drawing from multiple perspectives, it would be a shame if the conversations were then undermined or inhibited by avoidable semantic misunderstandings. This paper therefore leaves it to others to explore the concepts associated with "development," and instead addresses the less glamorous work of shoring up the semantic framework that supports these conversations.
A philosophical foundation for semantic inquiry
The aforementioned semantic inquiries into "development" pose the question "what is 'development?'" and expect that it be answered in the positive with "'development' is ________." When it cannot be, the authors then conclude that "development" cannot be defined. However, this approach rests on a common but naïve philosophical view of semantic inquiry that equates meaning with an explicit denotative definition. As a result, the seemingly nihilistic conclusions, while useful as a rhetorical tool, should not be understood as the result of a rigorous semantic investigation.
The "what is X?" form of questioning was widely popularized by Socrates and other early Greek philosophers as a fundamental method of inquiry, and they considered a failure to supply a satisfactory response to this question as an indication that either the term was meaningless, the respondent was ignorant, or both. However, such a conclusion was in fact often the point of their questioning, and Socrates repeatedly states that recognizing the extent of his own ignorance (and the ignorance of others) is sufficient consolation for not answering the original question. When he would accept a positive response from an opponent, it was typically as a set-up for then undermining some larger edifice with a well-timed "okay, but if X is Y, then what is Y?" Socrates in fact often directly ridiculed the notion that he could answer his own questions of this form, such as when he replies to a student, "you come to me as though I professed to know about the questions which I ask" (Charmides, 165b in Hamilton, 1961) . As the Greek scholar W. K. C Guthrie describes it, "the essence of the Socratic method is to convince the interlocutor that whereas he thought he knew something, in fact he does not" (Guthrie, 1968, p. 127) . Despite the original negative application of this method, this form of direct questioning has since been widely adopted with the expectation that it should lead to a positive definition of a term.
Socrates liked to point out that seemingly satisfactory articulation does not necessarily imply knowledge, and more recent thinkers have argued that the converse is also true and some knowledge simply resists articulation. This latter insight is well captured in Henri Bergson's statement that "philosophical systems are not cut to the measure of the reality in which we live" and Michael Polanyi concise declaration that "we can know more than we can tell" (Bergson, 1946, p. 1; Polanyi, 1966, p. 4) . The implication here is that while a seemingly satisfactory answer to "what is X?" does not guarantee knowledge, an unsatisfactory answer or even none at all does not necessarily indicate a lack of understanding or meaning. This point is implied by Cowen, Shenton, and Ferguson when they use their seemingly defeatist response to "What is 'development?"' as a rhetorical device to introduce their more subtle investigation of the term. That approach does not, however, offer a framework for understanding how this central term is used in interdisciplinary discussions or suggest a strategy to avoid or unravel semantic confusion when the term is used.
This potential disconnect between understanding and articulation revolutionized the thinking of Ludwig Wittgenstein, who began his career in the philosophy of language with an exceptionally linear and positivistic view, to the extant that he wrote his first major work as a numbered list of declarative propositions. In his preface to this work, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, he claimed that the "whole meaning [of the book] could be summed up somewhat as follows: What can be said at all can be said clearly; and whereof one cannot speak thereof one must be silent" (Wittgenstein, 1921, p. 27) . With this view, Wittgenstein became the champion of many "analytic" philosophers, but he re-emerged decades later with a competing and radically tacit view of language that is exemplified in his statement, "For a large class of cases ... the meaning of a word is its use in the language" (Follesdal, 1996; Wittgenstein, 1953, p. 43) .
The conventional approach of asking "what is X?" and expecting a positive "X is _____" response suggests a straightforward association between the word "X" and some unified concept or common essence. Wittgenstein directly counters this assumption in an oft-cited passage from Philosophical Investigations:
Consider for example the proceedings that we call "games". I mean board-games, cardgames, ball-games, Olympic games, and so on. What is common to them all? -Don't say: "There must be something common, or they would not be called 'games'"-but look and see whether there is anything common to all for if you look at them you will not see something that is common to all, but similarities, relationships, and a whole series of them at that. (Wittgenstein, 1953, p. 66) This contrasting "look and see" approach demands a survey of the diverse uses of "X" to empirically assess whether the word can be strictly associated with a single concept or if there are multiple categories of use that would imply multiple related concepts.
This task of characterizing and categorizing individual instances is common to many intellectual fields, with this descriptive survey providing the foundation for the study of relationships among types. In the biological sciences, for example, the current interest in ecological and evolutionary relationships only became possible after centuries of observational surveys and taxonomic classifications identified relevant groupings of individuals, such as populations, species, and communities. Once established, a descriptive typology of individual instances can support a wide range of questions about relationships, such as epistemological or pragmatic associations that might be informative of disciplinary or personal interests. Identifying which specific categories that an author references can help to clarify what sorts of games they prefer, what types of organisms they study, or what they mean when they talk about "development" even if they do not state this focus directly. In some cases, such as biology, this inquiry into relationships can also focus on historical associations or other ontological relationships among types. A simplified conceptual example of categorizing individual instances and exploring relationships among general types is described in Figure 1 . Note: Two alternative formulations are given for each type of relationship (a-c), which are only in competition for the latter ontological category (3).
The beginnings of a descriptive typology of "development" can be seen in the dichotomies that are sometimes made in the interdisciplinary literature. One such common distinction is between "immanent development," as the general process of societies changing over time, and "intentional development," as the deliberate practice of intervening in an attempt to influence this change (Bebbington, 2004; Cowen & Shenton, 1996) . Another is between "development" as a set of social ideals or goals, and either the immanent process of change (Ingham, 1993) or the intentional practice of intervention (Sen, 1999) . These dichotomies are typically used to clarify an author's interests, as in "this meaning, not that meaning," and are not intended to represent a survey of the field. One exception is Alan Thomas who, in a response piece to Doctrines of Development, describes three general categories of use: immanent processes, intentional practices, and social ideals (Thomas, 2000) . His justification for extending simple dichotomies into a descriptive typology echoes Wittgenstein's observational approach as he writes, 'the question is one of usage … rather than of trying to show which meaning is the "correct" one' (Thomas, 2000, p. 774) .
A well-developed classification scheme provides a starting point for additional semantic inquiries and can immediately reduce the confusion surrounding "development" in several ways. The first and most direct is that it provides a formal framework for interpreting individual uses of "development" in interdisciplinary literature, which is particularly helpful when the uses are surprising to a reader. Second, many authors make complex arguments that weave among alternative uses of "development," and the ability to trace the change in the meaning among individual uses can provide additional and potentially nuanced insights into their broader argument. Third, it allows for the quantitative assessment of texts, which can be used to compare and contrast among diverse authors and works in order to clarify conceptual differences. Finally, while a descriptive typology cannot offer normative prescriptions of how "development" should be used, it can provide authors with a guide of how a use might be interpreted by an interdisciplinary audience, which can help them to avoid ambiguous or misleading language. Options to do so include explicitly stating their intended meaning and contrasting it with other uses, adding adjacent qualifiers to clarify an individual use of "development," and replacing the term entirely with a more specific phrasing.
Methodology
This formal survey of the use of "development" in development studies combined depth, through focused analysis of critical texts, and breadth, through a broader sampling of journal articles across a 40-year period. The previously identified books by Sen, Ferguson, Moser, and Escobar were selected to meet the depth requirement, and the textual analysis focused on the prologues or introductions where the authors explicitly wrestled with semantic issues. The journal World Development was selected to meet the breath requirement, as it is a leading publication in the interdisciplinary field and has been semantically self-conscious from the first issue in 1973, when the editors introduced the journal by identifying the diverse concepts that they associate with "development" (World Development Editorial Board, 1973) . Textual analysis was limited to journal articles from 1973, 1993, and 2013 that used the word "development" in the title. As all articles published in this journal are presumably about "development" in some form but it is also possible that they might not use the word itself, this filter was applied to ask the more specific question, "when an author prominently and explicitly associates their text with 'development' in an interdisciplinary context, how do they then use the term?" This selection was further restricted to original research articles of greater than 3 pages, and excluded all book reviews, speech transcripts, and short comment articles. The selected articles are listed in Appendix 1. The final descriptive typology used for classification emerged as the result of an iterative learning process and does not presume to be exhaustive or authoritative within the field.
This resulting typology was then reapplied to the same texts to quantify patterns of use within and across the selected works. All individual uses of the term were classified within each text, with the exception of keywords, legends, footnotes, and references. All acronyms containing "development" were interpreted as full uses of the term and classified accordingly. Proper nouns and direct quotations containing "development" were recorded but not classified within the typology, as they did not represent the author's word choice. Uses that were considered to be outside of the common interdisciplinary discussion of "development" were also recorded as "unrelated." These were primarily uses that referred to the emergence of a specific product, idea, or activity, such as the "development" of a new technology. Occurrence of related terms such as "developing" and "developed" was also recorded and classified as referring to societies, not referring to societies, or within proper names or quotes. Immediately adjacent qualifiers, such as "economic [development]" or " [development] plan" where recorded during the analysis. Where multiple qualifiers were used, such as "land development banks" and "regional development policy," only the more specific qualifier was recorded, which was usually the one following "development." The final textual analysis of all selected journal articles was performed over three days with the articles analysed in a random order.
The interpretation and categorization of each individual use was based primarily on the immediately surrounding text, as this is what a reader would first turn to when faced with a surprising use of the term. However, the "principle of charity" was also used to ensure that the local contextual interpretation was consistent with or at least not contradictory to the author's larger stated interests. This approach, which was popularized by W.V.O. Quine, maintains that effort should be made to interpret a text or argument in a way that is rational, internally coherent, and as viable of an argument as is possible (Follesdal, 1982; Wilson, 1959) . This general strategy helps to avoid oversimplified interpretations and straw-man arguments, and is particularly appropriate for "development" owing to the diverse and sometimes rhetorical or even sarcastic use of the term in the literature. However, some individual uses of "development" resist classification, such as when an author's broader position is not straightforward and there are no adjacent qualifiers or the individual uses are highly variable. Rather than demand classification of every use and thereby sprinkle ambiguity throughout the analysis, such rare instances were simply marked as "unclear."
Results and discussion
The results are presented in three sections, with focused discussion following each set of results and the more general discussion reserved for the conclusion. The first section is a summary of the four general and 22 specific categories of use identified in the final descriptive typology. The process of categorizing individual uses within this framework is described in detail in Figure 2 . The second section is the application of this typology to the interpretation of the four provocative and semantically self-aware texts, which combines the textual analysis of uses of "development" with a broader interpretation of these selections and authors. The results of this textual analysis are summarized in Appendix 2. The final section is the survey of articles from World Development from 1973, 1993, and 2013 . This analysis focuses exclusively on the use of the word "development," and does not attempt Notes: The solid lines and bold categories indicate the route of classification of the uses that are the primary interest in this analysis. For the 2nd and 3rd levels, the classification proceeded left to right, such that "Deliberate" and "Unclear" were everything that wasn't classified in the alternatives to the left of each.
to balance this with the broader interests of each article, as the goal is instead to track patterns of use over time within this interdisciplinary field.
Categories of use

Processes (immanent)
A foundational assumption to interdisciplinary discussions of "development" is the idea that societies are not static entities waiting for policy decisions to have their intended effect, but rather dynamic complex systems. It was in this sense that the philosopher Georg Hegel, who greatly influenced Karl Marx and through him countless modern thinkers, claimed in 1830 that "the history of the world … is the process of development" (as quoted in Arndt, 1981) . While Hegel, Marx, and many of their intellectual descendants have tended to view this as a successional transition through distinct states, the more general conception is that societies are in a process of continuous change. "Development" might be used in this sense to refer to (1) a general process of immanent social change, (2) the historical path that led to a specific social condition or situation, (3) a theoretical process that leads to a specific state or outcome, or (4) an idealized process of general social improvement.
Patterns (immanent)
Investigations into immanent social trajectories often focus not on the overall process, but on the observable patterns that emerge and can be used to characterize and compare ever-changing societies. The uses of "development" in this sense is often in reference to (5) general economic growth, (6) an increase in industrial activity, physical infrastructure, and the exploitation of natural resources, (7) an increase in access to health and human services, or (8) some other observable improvement in well-being. It may also be used as (9) an unspecified or integrative measure of society that allows for them to be assessed and compared, such as when societies are classified as being "developed," "underdeveloped," or "developing."
Practices (intentional)
An understanding of immanent processes and observable patterns is often used to direct intentional practices that seek to influence the larger social trajectory, and "development" in this case refers to these practices themselves. Such use might focus on (10) the general practice or global institution of such social interventions, (11) specific policies, plans, or projects, (12) financial investment to support such efforts, (13) interventions targeting specific patterns, (14) interventions targeting specific social groups, (15) types of intervening organizations, or (16) the practitioners themselves.
Perspectives (intentional)
Attempts to understand the interaction of the processes, patterns, and practices associated with "development" has led to a fourth general use that references the perspectives that are associated with these reflective discussions. This might include (17) public conception of processes, patterns, or practices, (18) the broad and often implicit institutional vision behind interventions, (19) general strategies or theories guiding interventions, (20) general intellectual discourse on the topic, and (21) formalized knowledge and associated commentators that emerge from this discourse. It may also be (22) rhetorically undefined, such as in asking, "what is 'development?'" In theory, these four general categories relate to each other very neatly. Societies are always changing (Processes) and these changes can often be observed (Patterns) and influenced (Practices), and this interaction of processes, patterns, and practices can also be studied and assessed (Perspectives). However, the actual use of "development" is far more complicated. While some authors may restrict their discussion to a single general or even specific category of use, many others will deliberately build more complex arguments that use "development" in multiple ways. For example, it is common to criticize specific practices as being dissociated from the underlying processes or inspired by unrealistic patterns. Other authors may wander from one category of use to another in a single text and in ways that are not always immediately clear in context or necessarily deliberate.
These categories of use should not be considered exhaustive of the development studies literature, and necessarily reflect the limited scope of the survey and the subjectivity inherent in this single author approach. For example, while there is significant interest in studying institutional change, such as the emergence of property rights, court systems, and financial regulations, there were no instances of "development" used in this sense, or at least they were not interpreted as such by this author. In addition, this typology of uses of "development" should also not be confused with a typology of the concepts that are discussed in this literature, which would be the more ambitious project of trying to understand and categorize "what people think about when they think about 'development. '" 
Interpretation of provocative texts
Development as freedom (Introduction)-Amartya Sen
In his introduction to this 1999 book, the Nobel-prize winning economist Amartya Sen introduces an alternative view of "development" as not growth in GDP (#5, Pattern) or the industrialization of an economy (#6, Pattern), but rather as "the process of expanding the real freedoms that people enjoy" (#4, Process, p. 3). He explicitly recognizes potential semantic ambiguity surrounding this term and describes the former understandings as "narrower views of development" (p. 3-4). He also explicitly avoids common economic connotations by stating that his understanding of "development" is "relevant even for richer countries" (p. 6). While this process of expanding freedom could be measurable, only two individual uses were classified in this way (#9, Pattern), while 27 of the 39 individual uses in the Introduction refer to an idealized process of general improvement (#4, Process). This interplay between processes and patterns is recognized throughout the introduction, such as through his repeated statement that human freedoms are both the "constituent components" (#4, Process, p. 4) and "principal ends" (#9, Pattern, p. 4) of his understanding of "development." Interestingly, while Sen's larger interests and legacy concern the global institution of interventions (#10, Practice) and the stated goals of idealized interventions (#18, Perspective), he does not in fact make any specific reference to even the general category of Practice in this introduction. Instead, the ten remaining individual uses are classified under the general category of Perspectives, with most concerning the public conception of the term (#19, Perspective). This textual analysis helps to identify Sen's Introduction to Development as Freedom as a deliberate attempt to place his subsequent discussion of interventions within the public understanding of the general process of societal improvement. While 24 of the 39 individual uses of "development" in this introduction lacked adjacent qualifiers, none of these uses were found to be ambiguous or falling outside of the typology that was constructed for these interdisciplinary discussions.
The anti-politics machine (Preface)-James Ferguson
This 1990 book by James Ferguson is an attack on the conventional design of and justification for deliberate interventions (#20, Perspectives), along with the colloquial understanding of the term (#19, Perspectives). In sharp contrast to Sen's normative discussion of how these interventions should be designed and justified, Ferguson makes it clear in his preface that he "does not aim to rectify or to correct 'development' thinking" that is driving these interventions (p. xv). Rather, his intention is to elucidate the difference between what these interventions say they are doing and the actual effects that they often have. In particular, Ferguson points out the tendency of such interventions to be detached from the local reality of their target regions, and while they often fail to meet their professed goals, they nonetheless have unintended and unavoidable consequences within those region. He argues that this situation undermines local political forces and creates a chaotic power vacuum that seems to necessitate further intervention. Using the country of Lesotho as a case study, Ferguson claims that the global institution of deliberate interventions acts as "an 'antipolitics machine' … everywhere whisking political realities out of sight, all the while performing, almost unnoticed, its own pre-eminently political operation of expanding bureaucratic state power" (p. xv). As with Sen, Ferguson recognizes that his is a specialized use of the term "development" and he clearly states, "most of the grander and global questions about the origin and meaning of the modern figure of 'development' are bracketed and laid to one side here" (p. xvi). This focus is clear in the textual analysis, as 30 of the 35 individual uses fall within the Perspectives category, with 13 of those relating to public conception of "development" (#17), 10 in the broad institutional visions behind interventions (#18), 6 rhetorically undefined (#22), and 1 referring to the general intellectual discourse (#20). Four of the remaining five uses were classified as the general institution of intervention (#10, Practice), and the final use described a "stage of development" as a theoretically teleological process (#3, Process). As with Sen, Ferguson did not have any ambiguous or outside uses of "development."
Gender planning and development: theories, practice, and training (Introduction)-Caroline Moser
In this 1993 book, Caroline Moser summarizes her experiences over years of working within deliberate interventions to incorporate gender issues into the design of specific projects. As the title suggests, her interest here is to convey what she has learned and support others who are taking this same approach with the goal of making gender planning a regular component of the design of interventions in the way that, as she notes, environmental planning had recently become standard. Both the conventional understanding of "development" that she is attacking-one that doesn't include gender planning-and the alternative that she is proposing fall within this theme of deliberate interventions, and this focus is clearly reflecting in the way in which she uses "development" in the introduction. Nearly 75% of the individual uses in this introduction fall within the specific category of the explicit strategies, theories, and policies guiding interventions (#19, Perspective), with the majority of the rest (16% of overall) falling within the specific category of an idealized processes of social improvement (#4, Processes), which is the stated intent of such interventions. Of the 61 total uses, only two were considered ambiguous, and of the remaining, only two where found that did not contain adjacent qualifiers. The sharp focus of Moser's writing and the rigor with which she uses "development" leaves little room for confusion or misinterpretation of her interests or argument.
Encountering development (Preface and Introduction)-Alberto Escobar
This 1995 book by Arturo Escobar is a direct attack on the related assumptions that (1) the industrialized nations of North America and Europe are appropriate models for the rest of that world, (2) that these former countries are justified to intervene in the latter to encourage this similarity, and (3) that these interventions are in the best interests of the targeted populations. This broad objection explicitly references the general categories of processes, patterns, and practices, and Escobar also recognizes the general category of perspectives in his preface by expanding his far-ranging understanding of "development" to include "the forms of knowledge that refer to [development] and through which it comes into being and is elaborated into objects, concepts, theories, and the like; the system of power that regulates its practice; and the forms of subjectivity fostered by this discourse, those through which people come to recognize themselves as developed or underdeveloped." (p. 10) While his analysis touches on every general category identified in the descriptive typology and he notes that "an entire constellation of usages…is beginning to surface," (p. 23) he also writes, "to sum up, I propose to speak of development as a historically singular experience" (p. 10). In addition, while he expresses interest in "the end of development," (p. 29) asks "whether we can unmake development," (p. 20) and has popularized the term "post-development," he also defines his ideas through heavy use of the term itself, with a total of 10 individual uses in the preface and 143 in the introduction (Escobar, 2007) . The ambitious scope and integrated intent of this work makes it quite unlike the other three texts, which are all explicit in the narrowness of their attacks on some conventional understanding of "development." This approach may lend itself to semantic confusion making this textual analysis particularly useful for elucidating Escobar's larger objectives.
Escobar's initial uses of "development" in the preface cover a wide spectrum of categories, beginning with the global institution of deliberate intervention (#10, Practice) and followed by a general but observable measure of progress (#9, Pattern), an unrelated use in "the development of a framework," (p. vii) and a return to the general global institution with the addition of the apparently original qualifier "development apparatus" (p. vii). His broader focus and larger goals are better reflected in the overall analysis where, of the 139 individual uses that are classified within the four general categories, 33.8% fall within Practices and 62.6% within Perspectives. Of these, the general institution of intervention (#10, Practice) constitutes 28.1% of the classified total and the institutional vision behind these interventions (#20, Perspective) constitutes 27.3%. In contrast, the immanent general categories of Processes and Patterns make up only 1.4% and 2.1% respectively. Escobar also included 14 uses of "developed" with respect to societies, 8 of which were of his own choosing, although this analysis did not further identify when he was in fact criticizing the practice of characterizing societies in this way.
Deliberate uses within World Development
When the journal World Development began publishing in 1973, the editors explicitly described their use of "development" as referring to the global institution of deliberate intervention (#10, Practice) with a hope that these activities can generate observable increases in social well-being (#9, Pattern). They wrote, "much has been written about aid and trade, but few writers have treated development as part of a total relationship between rich and poor countries, encompassing much more than tariff policy and development assistance…Development must be redefined as an attack on the chief evils in the world today: malnutrition, disease, illiteracy, slums, reemployment and inequality." (World Development Editorial Board, 1973) After 40 years of publication, the editors' explicit understanding of "development" had expanded to also include Processes and the Perspectives that had grown around the term during the intervening decades. The description of the journal in 2017 reads, "World Development recognizes 'development' as a process of change involving nations, economies, political alliances, institutions, groups, and individuals" (#1, Process: WD editorial board, 2017) . The editors continue by recognizing the increasingly broad and interdisciplinary discussion surrounding "development" when they write, "Our goal is to learn from one another, regardless of nation, culture, income, academic discipline, profession or ideology" (#22, Perspective: WD editorial board, 2017) . This careful handling of "development" by the editors of World Development and their explicit recognition of the diverse and expanding uses of the term suggests that they are trying to capture the breadth of use within the field of "development studies." However, these editorial directives are of course no guarantee of how the term is actually used in the articles contained within this journal, or how that use might have changed over this time-period as the interdisciplinary discussions surrounding "development" increased and gathered momentum as an emerging theme in itself (Cowen & Shenton, 1996) . (Table 2A) Total uses (Table 2B) Median uses/ article (Table  2C) Use of qualifiers (Table 3) Categories represented ( The temporal context for this analysis is a dramatic increase in the publication rate of original research articles within the journal World Development, against which several other trends stand out (summarized in Table 1 ). First, there has been a decrease in the reliance on the term "development" to discuss the associated issues, with the per cent of articles that meet the selection criteria dropping from over 25% of the total published in 1973 to 17.0% in 1993 and 11.0% in 2013 (Table 2) . Second, the term has come to be used more rigorously over this period, such as is evidenced by a decrease in the occurrence of unclear and unrelated uses and an increase in the use of adjacent qualifiers (Tables 2 and 3 ). Third, this increasingly rigorous use is also increasingly specialized, with a decrease in the number of general categories referenced within each article (Table 4) . Fourth, a dramatic increase in the use of "development" within proper nouns and an increase in the use of qualifiers may indicate an increase in the official use of the term in related agencies and activities, and an increased formalization in the discussion of these official efforts (Tables 2 and 3 ). Finally, there has been a decrease in the use of "development" to refer to imminent processes and an increased focus on the perspectives found in the interdisciplinary discussions (Table 4 ). This is also reflected in a decrease in the use of "developed" and "developing" to refer to societies, which may have also been influenced by the criticism of Escobar and others (Table 5) .
Together, these trends appear to show a maturation of interdisciplinary discussions of "development" and perhaps the emergence of development studies as an integrative discipline in its own right, rather than simply a conversation among other existing disciplines. This transition from an interdisciplinary discussion to being considered a coherent discipline is not without precedent, and a recent striking example is the emergence of ecology in the twentieth century out of the confluence botany, zoology, soil science, and other natural science disciplines (Moore, 1920; Odum, 1977) . This process likely requires increasing interest, coherence, and self-identity among the intellectual participants, along with some more formal recognition in the academic setting. The trends observed in this survey of World Development provide some evidence of the first requirement, and the increasing number of degrees offered in Development Studies, International Development, and related topics is some evidence of the second (Woolcock, 2007) . While it is impossible at this time to predict whether development studies will remain explicitly interdisciplinary and whether the word "development" will remain diversely multifaceted, it is clear that this field itself is in the process of changing over time.
This strategy of using a descriptive typology to analyse specific texts allows for such change to be monitored through the recognition of measurable patterns, an approach that compliments the more individual impressions of the participants. Recognition of these patterns might also help to intentionally direct this change, such as by offering new insights into the diverse ways in which "development" is used in practice and guidelines for how it might be most clearly used. For example, the use of adjacent qualifiers may not be as effective of a strategy in this interdisciplinary discussion as it is within the represented disciplines. This textual analysis found that each individual author was highly specific in their use of adjacent qualifiers, but that there was much less agreement among them. No author used the same qualifier of "development" in multiple specific categories, but as a group, 15 of the top 25 most common qualifiers were used in more than one of the four general categories, while nine of these were used in both immanent (Process/Pattern) and intentional (Practice/Perspective) categories (Appendix 3). This suggests that while qualifiers of "development" can be useful for reducing some of the ambiguity surrounding a textual use of the term, they should be used with care in development studies, as they may also be disciplinary relics that demand their own semantic investigations. This self-reflective perspective on this emerging intellectual field may therefore be both an indication of and an influence on the development of development studies.
Conclusion
This descriptive typology and the associated textual analysis can add rigor to the use and interpretation of "development" in interdisciplinary discussions and texts by identifying patterns of use that might be overlooked in more qualitative assessments or statements of disciplinary norms. The most critical conclusion from this survey is that there is no replacement for clear thought and careful writing when presenting complex ideas to a diverse audience. The authors of the books and articles analysed here have found a variety of ways to limit ambiguity while still making prominent use of "development." These include explicitly addressing the question of what they mean when they use "development," restricting their use of the term to selected categories of meaning, and making rigorous and extensive use of reliable qualifiers. These practices appear to be becoming more common in the interdisciplinary discussions surrounding "development," while at the same time other authors on the same topics appear to be increasingly avoiding the term entirely in favour of directly addressing the concepts that "development" was once trusted to convey. These strategies and the trends found in this survey offer strong evidence that authors participating in interdisciplinary discussions of "development" do not think that the term cannot be defined, but rather are wrestling with this semantic problem on a regular basis whenever they use, or choose not to use, the term "development." The observational and quantifiable approach applied in this project supports these efforts by providing tools for participants to hone their messages and avoid common semantic confusions.
